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Opal stones are highly popular for their mystic properties and they are worn by people
for aesthetic as well as astrological reasons. Opal represents Venus planet and
represents romance, love, beauty, and charm. People from glamour industry, modeling,
fine arts, and fashion industry find opal gemstones quite beneficial. Opal gems are quite
valuable and they have positive effect on the body and soul. If you are disturbed in your
married life and feel unhappy with your relationships, then opal stones are for you.
People get an array of opal jewelry to flaunt their precious collection of stones as well as
reap the benefits offered by the stone. It enhances the beauty of the relations and
makes people emotionally bond with their soul mates. The wearer gets happiness, love,
and good fortune.

If you are interested in buying opal jewelry such as
an opal ring, a pendant, or earrings, then you must
check out whether the stone will suit you or not, as the
gemstone is not for everyone. You should consult an
astrologer to know what effect the stone will have on
you. Opal gems are considered an effective talisman
that wards of many illnesses related to eyes. It
enhances

imagination,

creativity,

and

mental

capabilities, so it is ideal for anyone who is in the
show business, or jobs that require a person to be mentally sharp and creativity. It is a
symbol of faithfulness and confidence. The black opal stone is unique and expensive. It
acts as a lucky charm for the wearer. When you wear opal ring, it protects you from evil,
negative effects, and minor illnesses. It indicates bad phase by changing its color to a
shade darker. Many people wear opal jewelry to avoid bad dreams and enjoy sound
sleep.

Opal gemstones are available in a spectrum of colors that have different symbolic
meanings and effects. The black opal is beneficial for reproduction and helps in
overcoming depression and other related diseases. White opal stones offer nervous
stability by balancing right and left hemispheres of the brain. The blue opal gems
produce calmness and serenity. You will relate with nature and find immense peace
after wearing blue opal jewelry.

You can also wear opal ring for emotional stability, loyalty, love, passion, warmth,
spontaneity, and love. Due to hardness and brilliance shown by opal gemstone, it is
often used as a substitute to diamond in the jewelry. It is cool and popular for its
soothing effects on the mind and body. By wearing opal jewelry, you can derive many
benefits. Besides improving your love life, the opal stones also improve your financial
conditions.

The stone also enhances sexual power and increases fertility. It enhances mental
capabilities and promotes concentration. The wearer feels a new energy and peace of
mind. People often wear opal ring to be popular, increase their fame, and build up fame.
You can easily spot celebrities spotting opal gemstones. You can get beautiful,
artistically made opal jewelry online from Opal by Anderson and Beattie. We have
amazing collection for all occasions.
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How to Wear Opal Gemstone
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Opal is one of the most magnificent gemstones that represents the month of October.
The opal gems are known for their opulence and the ability to reflect a variety of colors
with brilliance. Precious opals range from white to vivid magenta and green. You can
find an array of colors such as red, orange, gray, blue, olive, brown, black, and yellow.
When you are advised to wear an opal or you wish to wear opal stones, you need to
know that every color has different meaning and different properties; therefore, you
need to be cautious while buying opal gems.

People buy opal because it is a beautiful stone with
mystical powers. They use the stone for healing and
spiritual purposes. Opal gems are considered stones of
inspiration, as they enhance creativity and imagination.
Opal is basically made of silicate and water. It strongly
correlates with the emotions. It clarifies and mirrors the
feelings, desires, and buried emotions. People determine
Opal value depending upon their properties. The fire is one of the most popular opal
stones that enhances the personal power and protects from dangers. It amplifies the
energy and facilitates the changes. Blue opal comes at price, as it is a powerful stone
that is worn for the wishes fulfillment. Blue green opal helps you look at the world from
new prospective and alleviates emotional burdens. The green opal has a huge value, as
it cleans and rejuvenates the emotions and helps in stabilizing relationships. The opal
that is highly admired is black opal that increases sexual attractiveness and leads to
higher spiritual experiences.

It is easy to buy opal, but it is crucial to know how to wear the stone that has a huge
impact on the body. To get maximum benefits from the gemstone, you need to know
what the right way to wear opal stones is. People often consult an astrologer or
gemologist who help them decide which stone to wear and how. You need to research
on how you can enhance the benefits of opal by wearing it the right way.

People are badly affected by wearing opal gems wrongly and therefore, some people
consider them a bad luck and so many myths surround these valuable stones.
According to astrologers, some religious rituals need to be performed before wearing
the stone. They believe that by performing some rituals and enchanting some hymns,
people can enhance the powers of the opal stones and make them more valuable.

It is also considered that gemstones should be worn when Moon is in a specific
constellation on a particular day. This enhances the beneficial effects of the opal gems.
You are recommended to wear a specific weight of stone in a particular situation, if you
are seeking remedy for some health issues or professional growth. Even astronomers
recommend the metal in which you can get the opal gems studded or the finger in which
you should wear the stone to amplify its powers. Opal is usually worn on right index
finger for maximum benefits, so make sure you get it right to get the best results.
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Facts of Opal Gemstones
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Opal gemstone is an amazing stone that is popular for its flashes of rainbow colors. The
spectrum of colors is created due to silica spheres within the opal stones. Due to the
popularity of gemstone jewelry, opals are quite in limelight and many stores offer opals
for sale. Opals from Australia are widely admired and used in jewelry. The stone has
been in use for centuries and there are many myths that are associated with the stones
that make people hesitant about the stone. Here are certain facts that you need to know
about opal gemstone to take its maximum benefits.

People often think that they need to soak opals in water to
prevent cracking; however, the fact is that it is non-porous
and does not soak any liquid. The water content in the opal
stone is determined when it is formed. Another important
fact that you need to know about opal gemstone is that it is
as hard as glass, so one needs to take care while wearing
gemstone jewelry. You should avoid doing heavy manual work such as gardening,
moving furniture, and other activities that may harm the opal stones.

People often think that they can prevent their opal gemstone by rubbing it with baby oil
or glycerin. The fact is that rubbing oil does not solve any purpose and affects the life of
the stone. The opals from Australia contain 5-6% of water and these stones are not
damaged by water. The doublet and triplet opal stones are damaged when exposed to
water for long as the glue deteriorates and the layers separate.

It is important that you protect your opal from heat and hot light, as it can expand and
crack. It is a misconception that oils and detergents will discolor the opal gemstone
jewelry. The fact is that oil, household items, detergents do not cause any damage, but
bleach, chlorine, and strong chemicals can be harsh to the opal gemstone. One needs
to treat their opal with respect and care. Often stores that offer opals for sale offer
instructions to take care of the stone. Some people resist wearing opal stones because
they think that it brings bad luck.

The fact is that opal is a precious stone that has been cherished by the civilizations for
ages. The stone is a good luck talisman, which brings luck, happiness, prosperity, and
solidarity to relations. The colors of opal do not come out from within the stone; in fact,
the colors are caused because of the diffraction and reflection of white light that enters
the stone. There are microscopic silica spheres within the stones that make the light
bounce inside and create a prism effect. Opal stones have nothing to do with lightening
and show no improvement in color because of leaving it in a lightening storm.

Opals are valuable gemstones that are used to create magnificent gemstone jewelry
worn by men and women all over the world. It is important to know about the facts to
avoid any superstitions. Opals by Anderson and Beattie have exclusive opals for sale
that you can buy for yourself or gift your loved one.
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The demand for fire opals is increasing day by day, as more and more people are
becoming familiar with the beautiful gemstones that are symbol of abundance, passion,
luck, and creativity. Opal stones have always caught the attention of people who are
fascinated by gemstones and like to wear these stones in different types of jewelry. Fire
opal is one of the most powerful opal stones that are known for its mystic properties as
well as vivacious colors. It’s warm glow and fiery look appeals all the gem lovers who
just cannot overlook the radiant orange color of the fire opals. Like other opal stones,
the fire opals are made of silicic acid and high water content. The color comes from the
traces of iron oxide. Depending upon their quality, color, cut, the fire opals vary from
each other. Some of the most popular fire opals include Mexican fire opal and black fire
opal.

Mexico has rich deposits of fire opals and they are the
finest opals, which has been in use since 14th century.
Mexican fire opal stones have energies and forces,
which emanate a feeling of warmth and well-being. The
stone is worn by the wearers when they want to enhance
a particular character in their personality. The fire opals
are faceted and cut as a cabochon, as this shape allows
the stone to glow at its best. Even the oval shape is much desired. The designers and
gemstone cutters do a number of experiments with the stone to bring out its best. The
opal stones have low hardness; therefore, it is quite challenging for the gem cutter to
work with the stones. One also needs to protect the fire opals from heat, as they crack
when dried. The old stone gets cloud and cracked due to loss of water content. The
wearer needs to protect the Mexican fire opal from acids, alkaline solutions, and sharp
things.

Fire opal benefits:
 Before you get fire opal for you, it is essential that you know about its benefits.

One of the biggest fire opal benefits is that it brings luck and helps people;
especially businesspersons take right decision. It encourages one to trust their
instincts.
 Another benefit is that it brings new zeal and energy to the wearers’ life and

adds spice to one’s life.
 If you are venturing into a new business, you can get a number of fire opal

benefits by placing the stone in the cash register or near the front entrance.
 The fire opals enhance psychic abilities and increase communication.
 The opal stones also increase vitality and sexuality and bring new passion to

the relationships.
 You can seek a new direction and become independent by wearing black fire

opal.
 Fire opal benefits physical healthy by increasing libido and fertility, controlling

blood disorders, easing lower back pain, and avoiding disorders of the liver
and abdomen.
 It bestows courage, will power, stamina, and energy.
 Opal stones bring positive approach to life.
 It protects individuals from any kind of danger

To avail all the fire opal benefits, it is crucial that you get gemstone that is authentic and
effective. Make sure the stone is hydrated, as they crack if dried. Check the cut, clarity,
and color while buying fire opals.
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If you are October born, Opal is the stone for you. Opal, a unique gemstone, is a type of
silica with varied water content. The stone is extensively used in jewelry to create
beautiful pieces that are precious collection. Besides opal jewelry, the stone is used in
carvings, inlays, and mosaics. They are often a beautiful and memorable gift. People
born in the month of October wear Opal stones due to its mystic properties and potential
to transform one’s life.

The stones are available in an array of colors including red, yellow, orange, indigo,
green, blue, and violet. You can buy loose opal stones or get opal jewelry online;
however, it can be a daunting task, if you are not familiar with the opal stone value and
its importance.

To buy opal jewelry, you must know how to identify the
best opals, as many online stores sell imitation opals
that are created in the labs and are used to create
stunning jewelry. Imitation opal jewelry does not cost you
much; however, if you plan to buy natural opal stones,
then be prepared to shed some money, as it is precious
stone and comes at a price. Also decide whether you want solid opal, a doublet, or a
triplet. The solid opal stone price is quite high. The doublet consists of a thin piece of
solid opal and another piece of black opal to increase its strength. The price of doublet
opal stone is less as compared to solid. The triplet has a doublet with a dome of glass
or quartz material on its top. It is the cheapest opal stone.

The next thing that you need to consider while buying opal jewelry is the color of the
stone. The red opal is quite expensive followed by green and then blue. Even the
brightness of the color determines the opal stone value. The opal stones from Australia
are quality stones and quite valuable. The oval shapes are the most popular shapes
available in the stores. Even people admire free form and like handmade jewelry that
uses irregular shapes. Although regular sizes are available; however, you can also get
customized jewelry.

The opal stone is quite fragile and therefore, it is important that it should be cut thickly.
Fine, thin stone usually deteriorates in some time. You need to keep it clean and free of
any traces of cosmetics or perspiration. The gemstone cannot bear the neglect. It is not
a stone to be worn all the time. The opal stones are often cut in dome shape and set
in pendants, rings, bracelets, pins, and earrings.

They look stunning with all types of dresses. The jewelers use the stone along with
other stones such as sapphire, diamonds, rubies, and many more, so, if you want to
enjoy the benefits of opal stone at price that you can afford, you need to find the best
available opal stones. It will give you power, beauty, and financial prosperity. Make sure
you get the opal jewelry from the best opal suppliers like Opal by Anderson-Beattie who
are leaders in unset opal and fine opal jewelry.
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People invest in birthstone jewelry for a number of reasons. The birthstones have their
mystical powers and properties that make them have certain influence on the wearer.
Astrologers often recommend these birthstones to people when they are amid certain
crisis or need to improve their situations. People buy birthstones to make different types
of jewelry that they can wear for different purposes. Opal is one of the most magnificent,
precious, and powerful birthstones that are worn by people born in October. The opal
gemstone has been in use since ancient times when people used to wear opal jewelry
to ward off evil spirits and bring good fortune.

Opal is admired by the wearers as well as the jewelry
designers for their beautiful display of colors and their
opalescence. Opal birthstone jewelry is one of the best gifts
on 13th wedding anniversary. You can buy opal from any
reputed jewelry store or an online store that specializes in
fine opal jewelry and unset opals. Majority of quality opal
comes from Australia where it is mined at extensive level.
Opal is made from liquid silica that flows into gaps or cavities and cool down; thus,
creating unusual shapes. Even they have high water content; therefore, it is essential to
keep them hydrated. The stone should never be exposed to heat and sun for long or
allowed to dry out. When you buy opal online, you need to be careful, as even synthetic
opal are available, which are known as doublets and triplets.

These cost less than natural opal gemstone and are extensively used in costume
birthstone jewelry. They look quite attractive and they are found in different forms
including rings, necklaces, and bracelets. Opal is mystical gemstones of high vibration
that protect the wearer from diseases and ill fortune. It promotes loyalty and
faithfulness. This is the reason that opal jewelry is popular choice of couples. The
birthstone also enhances creativity and sensible vision; therefore, the stone is the best
for people with artistic inclinations.

Opal birthstone jewelry enhances feelings and thoughts. Many consider wearing opal a
good omen; however, many people think opal is unlucky and brings bad fortune. It
gained bad reputation for sometime; however, people prefer to buy birthstones including
opal when they realize their power and mystic properties. There are many benefits of
buying opal gemstone online; however, you need to consider certain things before you
buy opal online. Make sure you choose a store that specializes in offering unset and
fine opal jewelry.

They must offer opal gemstone at a price that is irresistible and competitive. Ensure that
they offer guarantee and offer secured delivery throughout the world. Many stores are
there that provide imitation birthstone jewelry; therefore, it is crucial that you find a store
that offers opal along with certificate of authenticity. Opal by Anderson and Beattie is the
ultimate destination where you can buy opal jewelry with the most satisfaction. You can
even get the jewelry customized according to your preference and liking. Visit the
website to create the jewelry of your kind.
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If you have an inclination towards birthstone jewelry, then natural opal is the stone for
you. There are various reasons to wear natural opal jewelry. Opal, which is one of the
most astonishing, mystical birthstones, looks brilliant and attractive. Opal is known as
Queen of gems and it is a rare gemstone. The gemstone has been popular since
Roman times and has always grabbed attention due to its rainbow iridescence. Like
diamonds, natural opal is a valuable stone that is cherished by the owner. Opals are
mined in Australia and come at a price.

This fascinating stone has a vast history that provides
evidence that natural opal has been in use for centuries
and often relied upon by the people for its unique,
astronomical, and mystic properties. Whether it was
Europeans, Greek, or Romans, people wore natural
opal jewelry to improve their stars, especially Venus
and take advantage of the healing, therapeutic, and supreme powers. People often
believe that the changing color intensities indicate ill or good health. The precious stone
is considered lucky for anyone who is in business and want to succeed and improve his
earnings.

Couples often like to gift natural opal ring to each other because it adds passion and
love to an individual’s life. If you have any marital issues or think that you lack mutual
understanding with your spouse, then you can wear natural opal ring to add charm,
beauty, and love in your relationships. Rare and quality Opals in Australia are prized
possession.

They

can

be

set

in

beautiful,

elegant

natural

opal

jewelry

including rings, necklaces, bracelets, and earrings. You can even get beautiful pendants
made in uncut natural opal to add to your looks.

There is a common myth associate with natural opal that it brings bad luck to the
wearer; however, people refute this myth and claim that they have, in fact, found the
stone quite lucky for their business, jobs, career, health, and relationships. White opal is
one of the most popular opal stones, which is opaque and the colors appear as
speckles. Black opal is one of the popular opals in Australia that is used in creating
jewelry.

Though the gemstone is delicate, brittle, and heat sensitive and is easily scratched;
therefore, it is essential to take care of the gemstone. The Boulder opal is thick and
quality gemstone that are rare and expensive. The beautiful play of colors of opal make
it a much sought after gemstone that can be used in all sorts of jewelry. Australia is one
of the top suppliers of natural opal especially black, boulder, and white opal. Australian
opal is non-porous and do not soak water, so you need not immerse these opals in
water.

Opal by Anderson Beattie is a leading supplier of quality Australian opal and fine opal
jewelry. They have the finest collection of Boulder opal, white opal, black opal, semi
black opal, opal doublets, and triplets. You can easily get your natural opal ring,
pendant, earrings, and necklaces customized to your needs. They offer you guarantee
on shipment and offer certified opal jewelry that you can cherish throughout life.
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Opal Gemstone Astrology
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Opal is a vibrant and precious stone that has iridescent colors, which change with the
change in angle of viewing. Opal gemstone is one of the most mystical and spiritual
stones that has huge astronomical importance. This birthstone of October is often
recommended by astronomers for bringing positive change in one’s life. The opal
stones are available in an array of colors, which often determine the opal gemstone
price.

As per astrological aspect is considered, people
wear the opal gemstone to strengthen the
Venus

planet,

which

represents

marriage

romance, love, sex, fine arts, artistic skills,
emotions, etc. If you are born in October and
your birthstone is opal, you must be a calm and
gentle personality; however, by wearing opal jewelry, you can enhance the positivity in
your life and make it more fulfilling and content. The gemstone will not only make you
active and spontaneous, but also improve your communication skills. It is found that the
people who wear opal stones are usually good orators and speakers.

Often opal ignites inner passion and it is believed to protect the wearer from any
predicted dangers. The stone wards off various illnesses and diseases; it keeps one
healthy and hale. Dark colored opal stones are expensive and are highly used in
exclusive jewelry. The jewelry designers strive to offer unique pieces of opal jewelry that
not only enhance the wearer’s beauty, but also make him or her lucky. Dark opal
gemstone comes at a price and is thus, a prized possession like diamonds.

The opal jewelry is available in various forms including pendants, rings, and bracelets.
You can easily get different styles and designs in opal from online jewelry stores such
as Opal by Anderson Beattie. The opal stones are studded in an array of metals
including silver, gold, and platinum. A number of astrological reasons are there that
compel one to wear opal gemstone. People usually wear opal stones to bestow power,
beauty, money, and property. It helps in getting rid of financial problems, debt, and other
household problems.

If you are in the field of art, you can greatly benefitted by opal gemstone. The stone
empowers the wearer with psychic powers and help him or her recapitulate past
incarnations. It also benefits people who suffer from certain ailments such as diseases
related to depression, spleen, bone marrow, pancreas, etc. The wearer feels serene
and calm. You can attain neuro-stability by wearing white opal. The stone relieves
tension, and relaxes the mind.

By simply wearing white opal, you can make your life more meaningful. The stone
enhances your self-confidence and helps you recover from physical ailments. Opal
gemstone price is determined per carat. Often online stores offer opal jewelry at
amazing prices and offer amazing collection. Opal by Anderson and Beattie are industry
leaders in fine opal jewelry and unset opal stones. They offer lifetime guarantee on all
opals purchased from their website and give certificate of Authenticity. You can easily
order from them while being anywhere in the world, as they offer free insured express
shipping. They have been in the industry for more than six decades and have huge
experience with opal. You can get the jewelry customized to suit your needs.
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Opal gems are in rage these days. Men and women all like to wear opal jewelry
because of its beauty and its mystic powers. Opal is hydrous silicon dioxide, which is a
non-crystal form of quartz. It has nearly 30% water. This is a valuable stone that is
available in an array of colors ranging from brick red to green. One of the most common
opal gemstones is white opal, which are popular as crystals of healing. Other popular
varieties of opal include fire opal, black opal of Australia, Boulder opal, crystal opal,
Matrix opal, etc. Some varieties of synthetic opal are also popular.

Opal gems are known for their healing and spiritual powers
for centuries. It is often believed that opal is unlucky for a
wearer who is not October born; however, it is not true, as
there are many evidences that people used the opal
gemstones to heal and bring good fortune to anyone. The
opal gems of Australia are considered extremely lucky and
beneficial. Egyptians consider them crystals of healing and use its power to protect
against diseases and accidents.

People often wear opal jewelry to guard themselves of evil eye and strengthen their
emotions and the memory. It is believed that if the stone is placed on the navel of a
pregnant woman, it facilitates easy delivery. The stone also improves one’s love life and
increases the mutual understanding between the couple. If the stone cracks or splits, it
is considered to bring bad luck. Even if the wearer is unfaithful to the partner, it brings
misfortune.
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